
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
cisco voice engineer. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for cisco voice engineer

Designing, implementing, ongoing management, and troubleshooting of
Cisco Unified Communications Systems
Management and troubleshooting Cisco Analog and Digital voice gateways
and devices, including ISR’s, VG224’s, CUBE Cisco IP phone provisioning
Leading the development of a strategic plan which ensures IT infrastructure is
aligned with business and customer needs
Designing enterprise telephony infrastructure that is agile & robust in
meeting evolving business requirements while maintaining competitive cost
structures
Leading the development of a system/process which provides early
recognition of system performance trends and ensuring that information is
utilized to drive improvements to quality of service or cost performance
Establishing and maintaining effective cross functional relationships within the
IT organization and business to ensure that standards are properly aligned
with business plans and customer needs
Work and Collaborate with Project Teams including Operations, contract
resources and 3rd Party Vendors
Responsible for designing, deploying, installing and configuring complex
Cisco IPT solutions in North American (including Canada) corporate offices,
distribution centers (7) and stores (1,600)
Application design efforts within UCCX to support Enterprise Contact Center
environments
Network support as it relates to the Cisco VOIP environment and isolate and
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Qualifications for cisco voice engineer

Voice certifications such as CCNA Voice are highly desirable
Bachelor's degree in engineering or a related discipline, or equivalent work
experience required, advanced degree preferred
Experience with cable management and patching with ethernet and analog
phones
Knowledge of Cisco Contact Center Express (UCCX) or Automatic Call
Distributor (ACD)
Responsible for documenting system requirements and working with the
customer, vendors, and internal engineers to deploy, install, and test the
necessary hardware infrastructure that meets the customer’s requirements of
those systems
Excellent customer service skills working in a fast pace environment servicing
several agencies


